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Bob Hope to perform at Winthrop
Bv
Inin-am
By Beth Ingram
TJ news editor

™
.
. „ _
~
Cleveland, Ohio since age 4. He People award from President
married Deloris Reede on Eisenhower; Medal of Merit
February 19, 1934 in Erie, PenBob Hope,
well-known nsylvania. They have four from U.S. Government; and the
comedian and humanitarian, will children and six grandchildren. Peabody award.
perform at the Winthrop Hope is presently living in Nor- The readers of Seventeen
Coliseum Nov. 9 at 8 p.m., accor- th Hollywood, California, and magazine voted Hope the "Most
Admired Male in the World."
ding to Tom Webb, DSU direc- Palm Springs, California.
Contestants of the 1979 Miss
tor. Hope and his traveling
During Hope's earlier career,
$
comedy show with special he was a dance instructor, clerk, National Teenage Pageant
guests will kick off "rededication amateur boxer, and a news voted him "The Greatest
American" and a People's
week" for Winthrop.
reporter. Hope did a show
Tickets will go on sale for one business debut dancing act with Magazine poll showed him as the
day, Friday, Oct. 5 from 8:30-5 partner George Burns in "Fatty "Favorite Well Known Older
p.m. at Dinkins Information Arbuckle Revue." His broadway American." Theaters, hospital
Desk for students, faculty and career debuted such shows as wards, schools, halls have been
staff before becoming available "Sidewalks of New York" (1927), named in his honor. In January
to the public. "This will allow "Ballyhoo" (1932), "Roberta" 1980, he dedicated the Bob Hope
students and faculty first shot at (1933), "Say When" (1934), and High School of the Hughen Center for Crippled Children in Port
tickets. Tickets will be on first "Ziegfield Follies" (1935).
Arthur, Texas.
come first serve basis," said
Hope has appeared on 1000
Webb. Tickets will be $12.50 for radio shows and more than 475 Other awards include: The
Bob Hope
floor and lower tier permanent television shows plus numerous Herbert Hoover Memorial
seating and $10.50 for top six guest appearances. He has ap- Award, First AG.VA Enter- millions of GI's beginning May 6, eluding They Got Me Covered-, /
rows. Students may purchase as peared in many feature films in- tainer of the Year (twice). 1941, at March Field, Cal., to the Never Left Home, So This Is
many tickets as they wish with a cluding: "The Big Broadcast of Distinguished American Award present. Hope entertained GI's /Voce; Have Tux, Will Travel-, I
(National Football Foundation at bases and hospitals in the Owe Russia $1^00-, Five Women I
valid Winthrop ID.
1938," "College Swing" (1938), Hall of Fame), Favorite Male U.S., North Atlantic, Caribbean, Love; The Last Christmas Show,
"Road to Rio" (1948), "My
Webb has been working on Favorite Spy" (1951), and "Can- Entertainer Award (five con- Europe, North Africa, the Mid- and Road to Hollywood.
getting Hope to Winthrop for a cel My Reservation" (1972). He secutive years), USO Man of the die East, Pacific, Southeast Asia. Hope has had six command
year and a half. "DSU met this has had guest appearances in Year, and the title of Honorary Christmas shows began in 1948 performances on Dec. 1, 1948;
summer and decided to go for it. films such as "Welcome to Commander of the Order of the and became a tradition which Nov. 1,1954; Oct. 29, 1962; Nov.
Instead of trying something Britain" (1943), "Five Pennies" British Empire (by the order of lasted for 22 years. The 1972 13,1967; and Nov. 1977.
USO^ Christmas Tour was
"Pursuing Hope has been a
smaller we went to the top," said (1959), "Variety Girl" (1947), and Queen Elizabeth).
Hope has received a total of 44 Hope's final Christmas overseas long, hard process, one we hope
Webb. "We're taking risks with "Star Spangled Revue" (1966).
Honorary Degrees from dif- tour. However, he continues the to reward us. We think it willthis-we have to have a sell-out.
Hope has received more than
Plus, we had to hire a Lear Jet 1000 awards and citations for ferent colleges and universities tradition with annual mini-tours, we're anticipating a sellout,"
to fly Hope from Atlanta to Rock humanitarian and professional including 14 Doctor of Humane Christmas shows at military and said Webb.
Hill and then from here to Ox- efforts, some of which include: Letters degrees, 7 Doctor of veteran hospitals each year. "We're extremely excited
Laws degrees, and 10 Doctor of Hope still averages 10-15 college about this. There has been a lot
ford, Ohio," added Webb.
Medal of Freedom from Humanities degrees, plus many appearances a year.
of interest plus lots of calls. This
Hope was bom in Elthan, P r e s i d e n t
Johnson;
In addition to his numerous will be a plus for the college
England on May 29, 1903. He Congressional Gold Medal from others.
He
has
traveled
over
nine
appearances world-wide Hope statewide," added Jane Morris
was raised and educated in President Kennedy: People to
million air miles and entertained has written eight books in- Director of Public Information.

Parking forum slated for students
By MONNIE WHITSON
TJ staff writer
Because of the increasing
outrage over student parking on
campus, a forum will be held in
Johnson Auditorium October 16
from 4:30-6 p.m. '
The forum will give students a
chance to express their feelings
concerning parking and traffic
on the Winthrop campus. "We
are looking for a way for students to give formal individual

feedback to college administrators about their concerns and suggestions relating to
the parking situation," commented Jeff Mann, Dean of Students.
The chairman of the Parking
and Traffic Committee; Chief
Robert Williams, Director of
Public Safety; Mann; Dr. Harold
P. Tuttle, Vice President of
Budget and Finance; and
possibly President Phil Lader,
will be present to listen to complaints and suggestions by

faculty, staff, and students.
"Because of the overwhelming
concern about campus parking,
the administrators felt that the
student input could help in the
over-all
decision
making
process," Mann said.
According to Dr. Tuttle,
topography surveys have been
completed on the Withers
parking lot and the parking area
adjacent to Wofford. "Unfor-

tunately, the asphalt plants are
closing in October, so we will not
be able to have it paved in'timeit will be done as soon as
possible," Tuttle said.
Funds for the paving and improvements come directly from
the selling of parking decals
which cost $4 each. "This equals
up to about $16,000 a yearhardly enough to fit the purpose," added Tuttle. Many other
institutions charge up to $10 per
decal.

"Students don't realize the
fact that there is ample parking
on campus. The problem is that
not enough parking spaces are
available near dorms," Tuttle
pointed out. Elizabeth Paine, a
sophomore living in Wofford,
said, "I refuse to walk back at
night by myself, even with a
friend, when I have to park all
the way at Dinkins." According
to Tuttle, 374 available parking
See FORUM, p. 2
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Newsbriefs
Zeta Tau Alpha
The fall pledges for Zeta Tau Alpha include: Kim
Brauninger, Lynn Brunson, Kelly Dennis, Kelly Eubanks,
Francis Frazier, Jan Hall, Susan Horton, Mimi Marchant,
Sallye McKenzie, Susie Romano, Jean Scudder, Debbie Starnes, Angela Sutter, Felicia Turner, and Laurie Wingate.

Alpha Delta Pi
The Sisters of Zeta Tau Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi would
like to welcome their 22 pledges. They are: Leslie Andrews,
Karen Bedenbaugh, Nancy Blair, Ashley Byrd, Owida Campbell, Susan Chavey, Kathy Chrucial, Caroline Comptom, Jill
Farr, Michelle Finley, Lanie Gibson, Joanne Leonard, Pam
Ingles, Brenda Jenkins, Melody Kyzer, Glenda McElveen, Kim
Odom, Laura Quick, Sally Redfern, Linda Schermerthorn,
Diane Tennyson, and Amy Whitaker. Congratulations, girls!

Victims of assault
The first meeting for women who have been victims of
sexual assault will be held Wednesday, Oct. 3, from 6-7. For
location and further information, contact Jane Rankin at the
Counseling Center ext. 2233.

Graduation orders
Late orders for graduation cap and gowns, invitations, and
personal cards will be taken Monday, October 8, from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the Winthrop College Store.

WSOC comes to Winthrop
WSOC's Live Nine program is coming to Winthrop on Monday, Oct. 8. Jerry Peterson, the interviewer, and his crew will
be at Thomson Cafeteria at noon to interview students and
faculty.

Entertainment at BSU
Kyle Matthews, singer/pianist from Furman University, will
provide the entertainment at BSU's Pancake Supper, Oct. 6 at
6:00 p.m. Interested students may contact Rev. Bob Porterfield
at the Baptist Student Center.

Not registered
The following organization has not registered with the dean
of students office as of Sept. 24. This organization is declared
inactive and must apply for a new charter through the Student
Government Association in order to become active again.
Winthrop Collegiate Civitan Club.

Announcement of officers
Dr. John Bobbins, faculty advisor of the American
Marketing Association, announced the officers for the '84-85
school year. They are president, Donna Lyles; executive vice
preesident, Patricia Cooper: vice president of finance, David
Morris: and vice president of communications, Julie Griffin.

Kelly to perform
Winthrop College graduate Anita Kelly will sing and
present a dramatic skit Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. at Catawba Baptist
Church, Highway 21 towards Lancaster. Interested students
are invited to attend.

TJpositions open

Senate tables honor code
By LISA BUIE
TJ assistant news editor

organizations will be sent to the
Vice-presidential appointmenStudent Allocations Committee ts, formally announced, included:
for revision before second Rhonda Arms, parliamentarian;
The Senate unanimously readings on the Senate Floor.
Terrie Rape, chaplain; Lane
voted to table a recommendation
Chairman
of
Student Bembenek, sergeant-at-arms.
instituting an honor code at Allocations. Senator Bill Bradley According to Sturgis, attenWinthrop at its first session in said that budgets will inevitably dance was excellent.
Dinkins last Wednesday.
be cut in committee.
"We had 45 out of 51 senators
Bancroft Annex Senator
"We only have approximately present. That's a great turnout.
Shawn Bradley, who submitted $28,000
to
allocate
to I think that is evidence of what a
the legislation last year, moved organization. Total requisitions group of Senators we have and
to table the recommendation in- will be $8,000 over that limit so what we can accomplish this
definitely on grounds that the we have to cut," Bradley said.
year," Sturgis said.
Academic Council examine it
Sturgis said that a requisition
Sturgis commented on this
first.
for The Anthology submitted by year's class officers.
"I want the Academic Council Editor Thomas Wright was
to examine the legislation and delaying funding for other
tell us how they will change it. I organizations.
don't want to enact something "Since The Anthology is a "They have good creative
students do not wish to follow," Class I organization, it must be ideas, but, unfortunately, they
have no specific duties. At
Bradley said.
funded before all the other Class
Also tabled was the charter II groups. However, the editor present they are considering
for Circle K Club, which was withdrew the requisition in or- projects such as class follies,
sock hops, formats, and other acsent to the Campus Review der to revise it," Sturgis said.
Committee for further con- According to Sturgis, The An- tivities to promote class unity.
They really want class officers'
sideration.
thology's budget will be sent
In other business, preliminary back to the Board of positions to be continued at
budgets were approved for the Publications for approval Winthrop," Sturgis said.
Wofford Senator Ashley Byrd
Ebonites, South Carolina State following revisions.
commented on the enthusiasm
Student
Legislature,
Senator Randy Firestone was
Association of Computing elected President Pro Tempore. she said senators displayed.
Machinery, I n t e r n a t i o n a l , "I wanted someone in this "I think everyone is really exPolitical Science, History and position who could walk through cited about what we've got
Outing Clubs. According to SGA the door, bang the gavel, and do ahead of us. This first session
Vice-President Tim Sturgis, the job if something should hap- was very educational for new
senators. We're all ready for acrequisitions
from
these pen to me," Sturgis said.
tive duty," Byrd said.

Opportunity knocks

Scholarships available to students
By USA BUIE
TJ assistant news editor

"We're now in the process of scholarships provide are
pulling together information on tremendous. They open exwhat is available, necessary
Wilson, Marshall, Truman. In qualifications, and what the traordinary doors and are a
mark of superiority for the inaddition to being famous people, awards involve," Smith said.
dividual. As far as the inthese names also signify
prestigious national scholarships According to Smith, research stitution is concerned, winners
reflect the quality of the student
available to students.
should be completed at the end body, improve the college's
of
the
fall
semester.
The
push
recruitment, fund raising, and
According to Academic Vice
President and Dean of Faculty for preparing students for these overall image. In other words,
awards
will
begin
this
spring.
Dr. Mike Smith, numerous
some of the luster rubs off on
national scholarships are "The advantages these everyone," Smith said.
available, but students simply
have not sought them.
'I think this is because the
majority of our students are
from within a 40-mile radius and
haven't traveled extensively.
Also, much has to do with the institution. In the past, Winthrop
was not aggressive in seeking
funding from the state
legislature or thinking in terms
of national awards," Smith said.

Smith explained that although
Winthrop has had national
TJ news and feature writing positions are now available. No scholarship
winners in the past,
previous experience required. Interested persons may come there has been no central
by The Johnsonian Office in the Student Publications building jocation for students to receive
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
information on availavle
scholarships.

Forum slated

Continued from p. 1
snaweaMi^,. , . , „
"The forum is primarily on a
^ve lot anrTnnf I'RA C o l , e * e f i r s t c ° ™ first serve basis. The
SpaC are flrst 45
beine 'USPH M ?
f
in will have the
to
refuse to Dark « f s t u d e n t s greatest opportunities *«
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problem.
The forum is designed for the
students in mind to help administrators determine how
best to improve and allocate
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South
Predicted
Hiring Above
National
Average

Note:

Once again the South stands
above other geographic areas in
measures of hiring expectations.
The annual trend line represents
net employment expectations for
the current quarter in relation to
the same periods of previous
years. These figures are not adjusted for seasonal variations.

The annual trend line r e p r e s e n t s net employment expectations tor the current quarter in relation to the s a m e
periods ot previous years. These figures a r e not adjusted lor seasonal variations.
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Survey shows employment change

The nation's business firms year history of the survey.
slightly ahead of fourth quarter the late 1970s.
real estate firms. Hiring intenwill continue to expand their
"We've had very active hiring plans of last year. Nationally, Public administration jobs, tions slipped from the 27% of
workforce at an above-average i n the first three quarters of this 25% of non-durable goods though not customarily affected the April and July quarters to
pace during the fourth quarter, year," Fromstein said. "There is manufacturers will add em- by seasonal patterns, should 22% for the fourth quarter
according to the latest Man- a visible pause taking place right ployees between now and year- continue to be more plentiful That, however was sliehtlv
power. Inc. quarterly Em- now as the summer period ends end, slightly ahead of the 23% than in any year since 1978. ahead of the 20% of a year aeo
ployment Outlook Survey.
but no indication that the hiring last year. In each year, 8% plan- With 23% planning to hire and Declines were foreseen bv 8%
The survey, conducted among recovery has stopped. On balan- ned cutbacks. Durable goods 9% considering cutbacks, the f o r the end of 1984 compared to
11,700 U.S. firms, indicates that ce, the net fourth quarter hiring producers, however, (27% in- outlook is not quite as favorable 70^ | a s t quarter and 6% at the
26% of all firms intend to hire strength as evidenced by the creasing) are slightly behind last as three months ago, but sub- close of 1983.
more people in the quarter survey is as strong as we've year, when 30% expected in- stantially ahead of last year's
ahead while only 8% of the firms seen since 1978 and should con- creased staffing.
forecast of 17% expecting to add
Geographically, the South has
will reduce their workforce. The tinue."
In the wholesale-retail sector, and 12% planning to trim.
the most favorable hirin?
26% figure is exactly the same
consecutive W h i c h i § t r a d i t i o n a 1 1 * a f o u r t h
outlook, as' it h L in nfne of thf
as that of one year ago but down
After^ seven consecutive q
, e a d e r j n a n t i c i p a t i o n of
T h e r e I a t i v e l l y steady ser- last 10 quarters. A total of 30%
from the 30% hiring factors strongR q ^ t e r s the construc^ h o l i d a y ^
a healthy 3 5 %
f ^
i n d u s t r i e s a r e l o o k i n g f o r . o f Sou£ern
c o m p a n i e s will a d d
present in the past two quarters.
employers will increase hiring, ward to a typical fourth quarter, employees between October and
8
Another
Thecpacnnal
fourth ww hh ii l' ee 80/o
e c r e a s e MMore
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r t r m a l , v a ab iuit
t , eless
s s a cacuve
t i v e t han
. 63% will
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,
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nuartpr off
is aslightly.
timp nf
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Ulanyear-end.
year-ena.Only
uniy8%
0"A>expect
expectemempresent employment levels and J ,
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, .
aggressive employment policies the spring and summer months, ployment levels to decline, while
3% are uncertain of future weaKness ana tnis trend is in- dduring
£
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h e f first
i r s t t hthree
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uaptprs TK
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The 23% figure representing 59% expect no change,
needs.
tensified following highly
ui u- •
4"
have left the wholesale-retail those intending to hire adt
Fromstein,' favorable
h-r.ng
postures
mn l;he cWIIIIIIUIIILV
|
o m m u n i t y ni iecec du ui ni K
g fl ee w
Mitchell
S.
—
,
,
r
.
we r e x l r a ditiona| w o r k e l
is somewhat
w o r k e r s t h a n last
the
President of Manpower Inc., a
yearbehind the 29% recorded in the FEmmnManpower,
. 0 i Inc.
. . ,conducts
„
lnvm
world-wide supplier of tem- struction firms in the South
Reflecting the increased second and third quarters, but a
P l o y™ e n t Outlook Survey on
uarter,
as,s
!t
,s a
porary workers, said that the maintain the strongest hiring student load, the job outlook in bit ahead of the 21% of a year
9
y J» ;
.
new figures are less robust than plans, ac fall and winter weather p r i v t e a n d p u b l j c education is ago. A total of 9% anticipated " i e a s " r e m e n t of employer intentlons to mcrease
those in the spring and summer curtail projects in the northern part i C ularly optimistic. Always staff declines in both years.
or decrease the
quarters of this year but never- United States, particularly the seasonally favorable at year-end,
permanent workforce, and
theless indicate a continuation of Midwest.
field is parduring its nine-year history has
educatjon
the upward hiring trends of the
Manufacturing employment ticularly positive for the coming d e A s i m i , a r Pattern was recor- been a significant indicator of
past six quarters. He pointed out among both durable and nond by finance, insurance and employment trends. The survey,
t ; W
2~0. n | a n n i n f r
that the staff reduction figure of durable g<xxls companies for the ^ " ^ s c o m p a f e d T f n f y
8% is the lowest ever recorded quarter appears to be uniform 50/fe expecting deceases creates
for a fourth quarter in the nine- throughout the nation at levels t h e m Q s t f a v o r a b | e outlook since

History of Winthrop College
PIO Winthrop College was
founded in Columbia, S.C., in
1886 by Dr. David Bancroft
Johnson in the "Little
Chapel," a small one-room
classroom which has since
been moved to the Rock Hill
campus.
The College's
initial
financial support came from
the Peabody Educational
Fund to establish a training
school for teachers in South
Carolina. The institution was
named for the President of
the Board of Trustees of the
Peabody Fund, Robert C.
Winthrop, who personally
contributed $50 to th*
College's founding.
In 1891, the institutioi.
became a state-supported
college, called The South
Carolina Industrial and Winthrop Normal College. Dr.
Johnson (affectionately

known as "Debe) served as
President for the first 40
years.
In 1893, the name was
changed to Winthrop Normal
and Industrial College of
South Carolina, and in 1895
the College was moved from
Columbia to Rock Hill after
receiving further support
from the State. In 1936, the
Alumni Association of Winthrop College began its campaign to move Winthrop's
original classroom. The Little
Chapel, from Columbia to
Rock Hill to be a part of the
College's permanent home.
The brick-by-brick disassembly and reconstruction of the
Little Chapel was a pioneer
historic preservation effort.
The College's name was
changed to Winthrop College,
the South Carolina College
for Women in 1920; and then

in 1974, the name became
Winthrop College to reflect
the State's action in allowing
males to enroll at any level of
instruction.
Among those of historic
distinction whom the College
has honored are President
William
Howard
Taft,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Ogden
Nash, Helen Keller, Amelia
Earhardt, Arthur Rubinstein,
Martha Graham, Dame Joan
Sutherland, and Diane
Sawyer,' and former South
Carolina governors Robert
McNair and John West.
The College's seventh
President, Philip Lader, was
appointed in 1983. More than
600 faculty and staff, 47,000
alumni, and 5,000 students
constitute today's Winthrop
community.

Today, ten years ago

Chris Reynolds, Associate
Professor of Drama.
•Writer Cheryl Carnes
asked "What do you know
In October, 1974,
•Mr. Robert O'Neil Bristow, about (Rock Hill), Winthrop?"
•Postmaster
Susan
Professor of English and
Communications, taped a Williams announced the big
segment in Atlanta, Ga., for day-the date that overseas
ETV Network Program en- and local Christmas mail
titled
"Byline,"
which should be sent in order to
discussed
Laughter
in arrive before January!
•Paula King wrote about
Darkness, his current novel.
•Republican Senator Jim something that every student
Edwards visited Rock Hill to at Winthrop wants to knowdiscuss his campaign with the what controls all the clocks on
campus? (Answer: A master
press.
•A display of Juan Logan's clock in the Physical Plant.)
•Zeta Alpha President
metal ' sculpture
Vas
exhibited
in
Rutledge Charyl Fewel announced the
upcoming fund raiser for the
Building.
sorority- "Mr. Winthrop."
•A senior at Winthrop
•Trivia: "If you happen to
College,
Ms.
Nancy
drink two aluminum cans of
Ridlehoover, presented a
beer per day and fail to
piano recital in the Recital
recycle the cans, you waste
Hall.
more energy alone than is
•"Twelfth Night" producused daily by each of a billion
tion was announced by Dr.
human beings in poorer lands.
By KAY ARROWOOD
TJ staff writer

Students need 13
vacation soon
S6. Scheduling a break this late in the semester is poor planning.
Wl11
complete 101 of our 15 week semester before having a break. By this
time, we will be mentally and physically exhausted. We need a break in October
instead of having fall break and Thanksgiving break in November
HnJ®

l e a ^ ' L i n T h C ^ rS0gml v n g fah"o , l d aay"S dl a , " e n d 1 0 d a * s o f c l a s s e s - T h * " we'll pack to
M
k .
i
November 21-24. I'm looking forward to
November; however. I need a break sooner. Ten weeks of classes versus 10 days
of classes between breaks is a big difference.
La
st year fall break was October 10-11. This schedule gave us a break when
we needed it. Since this is election year, the administration wanted to be sure6
that everyone could go home and vote.
rJ,!!!!!!* e v * r y ° n e Wi ", VL°.te' b u t w e d o n o t h a v e t o So home to do it. Student
request cards are available in Dinkins for absentee ballots. We can complete
these cards, mail them to the County Board of Voter Registration in our home
counties, and they will send us absentee ballots.
it Sk n tn h . e h^v°i a r p V e S ' ? o m P l e t ?, i t : a w i t n e s * ' signature is required, and send

it-totesta tLcoru«r

Absontee votcs wui becounted with

Although Election Day is a national holiday, we would have classes if fall
a t t H i S time a C C r d i n g t 0 J e f f M a n n
K h e T w o r r i S w ntt Jh Gd
*
°
of Students.
November^!
' r ° P 18 n o t s a v , n g a c l a s s
by scheduling fall break
a s l h e U n i v e r s i t y of N o r t h C a r o l i n a a t Cha

Pel

TJ letter policy

Hil1 h a v e

a b s e n t e e b a l l o L s to v o t e
rnniri e r!i U d t n t S
- students needs should be
considered when planning the academic calendar for Winthrop College.

WtalhropS3tegetterS l ° ^

edit0r on a n y topic r e l a t e d to

will result. Letters will be limited to 200 words.
i n J h ^ r c e S l S e d * * y p e d l * P 0 S S M e ' d o u b l e s p a c e d ' o n a 60*
be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
Building Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
^^^^^^y^o^ppeairMvthe^following week's issue.

mmnsmm
;

Editor-in-chief
New* editor
A**i*tant new* editor.
Sport* editor

.
.
.
.

Layout editor . . .
Adv. manager . .
Buiines* Manager .
Cartoonist . . . .

Melinda Nolen
. Beth Ingram
. . . Lisa Buie
. Robert Jolly

Students face real world

. . . Gwen Singleton
Lee O'Neal
. . . .Sunn R. Smith
. . . . Frank Jonet

By
MARIE
RAKOSKY
TJ copy editor

Copy editor
Marie Rakotky
Photo editor
Gnorgeanne Pratt
Contributing editor. . Robert McDonald
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ROBERTS

One might assume that the
majority of Winthrop students
plan to secure a job and that
they will realize that-as a function of that job-they will be expected to possess a certain
amount of professional dignity
and responsibility.
It would be interesting, indeed, to know how many of
these students, when faced with
a business-related seminar,
would talk and move about while
the speaker is conducting the
meeting. After all, they would
rather be elsewhere and only attend because they are expected
to; why not show their
displeasure by disrupting the
meeting? Because their actions
would be considered immature,
irresponsible, and inconsiderate.'
The question then arises: why
should behavior such as that at

Convocation be seen in a different light? Is a diploma given
at graduation a sort of magic
document which transforms its
bearer from an impetuous child
into an adult with common sense? Some of us had better hope
so, as it seems the only chance.
It is probably safe to assert
that not one person who participated in the disruption feels
strongly enough about his
position to suffer the personal
embarrassment of "performing"
alone. The sad fact is that forty
or fifty individuals together
looked forty or fifty times as
foolish.
To Mayor Riley, and to those
alumni, friends, and supporters
of Winthrop College who receive
THE JOHNSONIAN or have
learned of this incident through
other channels, I would like to
stress that those who created
the disturbance were not
representative of the majority of
Winthrop students.

We need you, Chef Tel
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By ROBERT McDONALD
TJ Contributing Editor

hair is brown. Now, I realize
Another thing that really
that Epicure wants to promote bothers me, and some of you
good dental health habits as may have noticed this, too, is the
What better day for a story on much as the next group, but, fact that none of the cafeteria
every Winthrop student's let's face it...flossing in the workers ever seem to know confavorite gripe, Fred's Cafe? I cafeteria is TACKY!
tents of what they are serving.
have never seen a worse selec- To top the day off, later this Speaking for myself, there is no
tion of "food" for human con- afternoon I was complaining to way I am going to eat entrees
sumption than was presented to us- one of my friends about the cafe called "chickenetti" or "Sha Sha
today. But, it is not just the food and the food, when, out of the beef' without knowing what is
selection. There are little things blue, he asked me if I had read in them. They looked pretty bad,
that were discovered today con- the article on "Mystery Meat" in but, once again, I was going to
cerning specific items on the this week's NEWSWEEK. I told give Epicure the benefit of the
menu (yes, I was an eyewitness!) him I hadn't, so he suggested doubt and try them. I asked the
that I believe you should know that I get a copy and read it. Un- server what was in it. The reply
about.
fortunately, I did. I won't go into was a snicker followed by, "I
The adventure began at the details, but if any of you ever dunno." No way. Baby!
breakfast. I was casually en- wonder what our hamburgers
joying my customary little bowl are REALLY made of, I suggest I realize that preparing a meal
of grits and cheese when I heard you purchase a copy of the Sep- for 5000 students can't be easy,
a calm, but forceful, "What in tember 24th edition and read but surely there has got to be
the heck is this?!" I looked over page 31. It is almost enough to something better than what we
to find the guy sitting next to me make you become a vegetarian. have now. Maybe we should
digging a crusty, brown, oblong And, you'll probably never want have Epicure spend some of the
"object" out of his donut. It was to eat at Wendy's again.
money they waste on the frills of
gross, and if I didn't trust in- Of course, all this complaining those stupid specials on getting
spection standards so much, I comes to a point. It is obvious better quality food to enjoy in a
would swear it was something a that Epicure needs to enact nice, normal way. I don't like
monster rat left behind in a flour more rules concerning sanitation eating in the dark, anyway.
bin!
in their kitchens. But, there is I know that the same comNext came lunch. I lost my more...
plaints that I have listed here
appetite when I saw the gross, The food, the majority of the have been voiced a thousand
sweaty person who was serving time, simply looks unappetizing times, but, dam it, let's have
the spaghetti, so I ate a salad. and vulgar! Just for an example, some action. We all want some
My salad was fine (how can you our alternative to spaghetti at improvements made, so rememruin lettuce?), but my friend luch today was some rusty, ber that "motivation" can come
seemed to have a small problem brown-colored meat that would from the masses. (Pretty clever,
with his cake. When he bit into be, at your request, heaped on a huh?!) Write letters. Make
it, he found a long, very blond plain hamburger bun. Yum Yum. phone calls. Do whatever, but Be
hair coiled up in the icing. His Where do they get this stuff?
Heard! I'm hungry.

Letter to the editor

Dear Editor,
I wanted to thank you for the
editorial related to the support
of Winthrop Athletics.
Those of us in the Athletic
Department are working very
hard to establish the kind of
tradition in our total program
that will enable all of us to be
proud of Winthrop's sports accomplishments. I feel that the
entire department has made

great strides in producing winning teams in the past.
We have outstanding studentathletes on campus and will continue to bring to the campus the
kind of individuals who will
enhance our total athletic
program for men and women.
The support of THE JOHNSONIAN is certainly a big boost
to our efforts to encourage
greater attendance at all Win-

throp sports events.
If those of us in the Athletic
Department can be of assistance
to you and your staff in any way,
please do not hesitate to call on
us.
With kind regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
Doug Echols
Associate Athletic Director

Convocation problems explained

By KLM ATKINS
TJ staff writer

TI-. mnwutinn w
Ko
10
19 has been the subject of many
discussions. Most of those
discussions have focused on the
disrespectful conduct of students instead of why it happened.
Not all students participated
in disrespectful action, but most
realise that this was not the best
way to express their discontent,
Charleston Mayor Joe Riley
and other convocation speakers
are not responsible for the convocations. They are speaking
because they were invited to
speak by Winthrop College,
These speakers deserve respect

and a nice opinion of Winthrop. S t u d e n t s are also curious as to
There are better ways to protest w h o d e c i d e s w h a t t h e c o n .
™nvoeat}™
u b e i n * vocations are about and how
disrespectful to the speakers.
students can have some j
t
There are many concerns
among students about conMany
students
have
vocations. The majority of suggested ways to solve some of
students do not understand why the convocation problems. The
they must attend convocations. m a i n solution would be to allow
and many did not know about the students to choose from a
tlie convocation beforehand.
certain number of convocations
Students are also concerned the ones they would like to atabout how to be excused from tend, eight of ten for example.
not attending convocation. Many
students live off campus and S e l e c t a
have trouble getting back to
student board to help
campus. Some students were select speakers for the conalso sick but attended con- vocations. This would allow
vocation anyway because they students to feel more involved in
did not know how to be excused.
convocation process.

Student response to The

Johnsonian:
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Tuition trends slow fall increases
(CPS)-In-state students at
Michigan's four-year state
colleges and universities won't
have to pay any more tuition
than they did last year.

others in keeping increases
down.
Administrators at all of
Michigan's four-year colleges
took Gov. James Blanchard's offer to freeze in-state undergraduate tuition in exchange
for an 11 percent increase in
state funding.

state community colleges, says
Kate Brown of the Washington
Association of Community
Colleges.

The cost of education continues to climb, she notes, and
while inflation is only four to five
percent nationally, the Higher
Education Price Index, which
"There was some concern measures the costs of goods and
among administrators that services to colleges, is running
Students nationwide, in short, tuition was too high," says Ron at 10 to 11 percent increases.
are finding a mixed tuition pic- Jursa of Michigan State Higher
Colleges will spend a total
ture as they start fall classes. E d u c a t i o n M a n a g e m e n t .
While scattered colleges and "Colleges were afraid of being $85.5 billion this school year, according to a National Center for
university
systems
have priced out of the market."
Education Statistics report
managed to hold increases to a
minimum, many other schools "I think the freeze is good," released last week.
have imposed tuition hikes well stresses Jim Labadie, a senior at
In Arizona, legislative
above the inflation rate.
Wayne State University in pressure
on campuses to raise
Detroit. "But tuition is still fairly more money to pay the higher
"There's no trend toward high. I think we're still among
freezing or raising tuition that the top ten in the country in costs convinced the Board of
Regents to kick up tuition 14
I'm aware of," says Brooke terms of high tuition rates."
percent at the three state
Breslow of the College Board.
"There will be different states Tuition freezes, in fact, universities.
and institutions each year that typically don't last. The Univerfreeze. Some stay stable for two sity of New Mexico has followed "Tuition is set by the regenyears, then go up. Then others last year's tuition freeze with a ts," says Otis Elliott, spokesman
freeze the next year."
10 percent hike this year.
for the regents. "But it's cer"The 10 percent reflects the tainly influenced by the goverchange in state funding," says nor and the state legislature."
In mid-August, the College UNM budget dir-ector Jim
Board predicted total college Wiegmann. "We also needed to But when legislators and the
costs-which include room and make up somewhat for the 1983- governor attempted to raise inboards, books, supplies, tran- 84 freeze."
state tuition at the State
sportation, and personal expenUniversity of New York system,
ses as well as tuition - will rise
And this year's freeze in the student protest helned kill the
an average six percent this fall. state of Washington could tran- proposal.
Some colleges, of course, have slate into a 24 percent increase
"The students made their
been more successful than during the 1985-1987 period at unhappiness clearly known,"
But students at Arizona's
three state universities will pay
14 percent more, even though
the national inflation rate has
been around four percent since
last fall.

Winthrop's first female
doctor joins Crawford
(PIO)-Dr. Suzanne Bruckel
Haefele has joined the Winthrop
College staff as medical doctor of
Crawford Health Center on
campus. She began working at
Winthrop after a three-year
pediatric residency at Charlotte
Memorial Hospital.

especially benefit our athletes."
he said.

Born in Avon, N.Y., Dr.
Haefele graduated cum laude
with a bachelor's degree in
biology from Denison University
in Granville, Ohio. She completed a master's degree
"Dr. Haefele has already program in biomechanics at the
made a significant impact on the Worcestor Polytechnical In
medical community in the area," stitute in Worcestor, Mass., and
said Dr. Bill Wells, director of continued her doctoral studies at
the Health Center at Winthrop. the University of Cincinnati
"She has established a good School of Medicine in Cincinnati,
working relationship with the Ohio, and at the Ohio State
Piedmont Medical Center in University School of Medicine in
Rock Hill, the Athletic Depar- Columbus, Ohio.
tment at Winthrop and
While at Denison University,
physicians in town and she participated in interthroughout the state.
scholastic sports and competed
Dr. Suzanne B. Haefele
in track and field. She has been a
"The fact that she is also a member of Women in Medicine, of Pediatrics and the American
specialist in sports medicine is American Medical Women's College of Sports Medicine in
an added plus that will Association, American Academy C o l u m b u s ,
Ohio.

says Dick Gillman of SUNY Af- "Unfortunately, this year's
fairs and Development. "We budget reflects the cumulative
have a pretty strong student effects of past underfunding."
body. They went directly to the Oklahoma students face 10
legislators. Tuition stayed percent in-state and 15 percent
where it was, which pleased us out-of-state increases this year
very much."
because of legislative cuts in
At least one school managed education funding.
to roll back tuition this year.
Private colleges and univerFirst through third-year sities are averaging tuition instudents
at
George creases of approximately 7.5
Washington's med school will percent in 1984^5, the College
pay 1.3 percent less-or $250- Board says.
than last year. Fourth-year Stanford raised tuition 7.5
students get a $100 tuition percent, considerably below its
decrease, from $17,000 to 10.7 percent average yearly in$16,900 a year.
crease since 1971. But in the past
Even those tiny rollbacks, decade, the school has risen from
however, are rare nationwide as eighth to sixth place in tuition
many schools impose double- costs among comparable indigit increases again this fall.
stitutions.
Penn State's increase, for Cornell and Dartmouth
example, is 10.8 percent for students will pay 7.9 percent
1984-85. An administrative more this year. Administrators
study shows costs at Penn have blame higher energy and main
increased 170 percent since tenance costs and diminishing
1972.
federal college aid funds for the
"We have looked at every jump.
available avenue for breaking University of Miami student
the 16-year cycle of tuition in- leaders blame administrative
creases," university President "mismangement" for a 7.5 perBryce Jordan said this summer. cent cost hike there.

Wouvby/
10% DISCOUNT
To Winthrop Students
And Faculty At

PO FOLKS
2550 Cherry RcL
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COPY SERVICE
•Best in Town • We Brought the Price Down
Walking distance from campus

D,

^ per copy

COPIES BETTER THAN ORIGINAL
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PAPERS

COPY
2?.,-A-

517 N. Cherry Rd„ Rock Hill
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Visitors nothing new at Winthrop
ByJODY BROWN
TJ staff writer
When Bob Hope, Rosalynn
Carter, and other special guests
come to Winthrop during
Rededication Week Nov. 9
through 17, they will be joining a
long line of public notables who
have visited Winthrop.
Numerous
renowned
politicians, authors, famed
speakers, adventurers and film
stars have come to Winthrop to
educate, inform and entertain.
Among them are the Kennedys
who came in 1920; Archibald
Rutledge, South Carolina's poet
laureate, who visited in 1924 and
in 1926; actress
Ethel
Barrymore Colt in 1936; Efrem
Zimbalist, world famous violinist
in 938; Alan Cranston, lecturer
in 1946; Norman Cousins, lecturer in 1948 and Countess
Alexandra Tolstoy in 1948,
cousin of Leo Tolstoy, author of
WAR AND PEACE and ANNA
KARENINA; and actor John
Carradine in 1953. And the list
goes on.
In 1916, Helen Keller and Mrs.
Anne Sullivan Macy came to
Winthrop. Helen Keller, who
suffered a serious illness that
left her deaf and blind before the
age of two, overcame her
disabilities through the help of
Anne Sullivan Macy, her teacher

and devoted companion until near Howland Island in the In 1950 Martha Graham, who Princess of Siam, lectured on
Mrs. Macy's death in 1936.
Pacific Ocean. The first woman pioneered the modern dance campus and in 1961 Joan
Helen Keller wrote numerous to fly across the Atlantic Ocean movement, performed on cam- Sutherland, coloratura soprano,
books and was active in fun- alone and the first woman to pus. She made modern dance a performed for the Winthrop and
dations for the deaf and blind. receive the Distinguished Flying lasting art form, utilizing the Rock Hill community.
She has been the subject of Cross, she was trying to fly movements of the body, both
i n 1965 Betty Friedan, author
numerous plays and motion pic- around the world when she and subtle and flowing and erratic, Gf "The Feminine Mystique,"
tures which recount her life her plane were mysteriously to symbolize feelings of joy, fear, lectured to upbeat female
lost
story.
grief, elation, anger and students at the then all-female
In 1925, Will Rogers came to
In 1940 Eleanor Roosevelt, serenity.
college.
campus. Rogers, an American wife of the 32nd U.S. President,
i„ 1970 David Brinkley came
humorist and social critic, enter- visited
Winthrop.
Mrs. i n 1953, j a m e s Michener, the to Winthrop as a guest speaker
tained with rope tricks and Roosevelt is perhaps the most 1 9 4 g P u l i t z e r p r j z e w i n n e r f o r and in 1973 Gloria Steinem,
homespun humor. A cowboy, prominent First Lady the nation h i s fictionai collection of stories- feminist, addressed students,
author, lecturer, and star of has known due to her TALES OF THE SOUTH faculty and guests. In 1979
radio, vaudeville, and early humanitarian accomplishments. PACIFIC, CENTENNIAL, Count Basie, pianist and band
motion pictures, Rogers coined
In 1941, Tallulah Brockman H A W A I I i a n d CHESAPEAKE! leader who rose to fame during
the phrase, "I never met a man I Bankhead, daughter of William c a m e t o winthrop.
the swing era of jazz, performed
didn't like."
Brockman Bankhead, a U.S. I n ^54.55 r L i l y P o n S t at Winthrop. Finally, in 1984,
In 1926, John Philip Sousa and Representative for 23 years un- r e n o w n e d ^przno and the star Diane Sawyer and U.S. Senator
his band came to Winthrop to ™ D
'
P- of many operas, visited. She was Strom Thurmond, fourth in Une
perform. Sousa is still known Ms. Bankhead was an actress in f 0 |] 0 W e ( j by Arthur Schlesinger, for the presidency, visited camworld-wide as the "March King." plays and motion pictures, J r a j e c t u r e r > a n ( j Arthur P"s to address graduates. And
Ll le
A famous composer and band • S T * . , n
" 1 f ® x e s , J Rubenstein, a famous pianist. In the list will go on throughout the
leader, he was appointed leader The Skin of Our Teeth, and 1 9 5 9 P r i n c e s s Rudevaravan, the future of Winthrop College.
^
of the U.S. Marine Band in 1880. Lifeboat. An Alabama native,
———————— —
In 1931 Sherwood Anderson, Ms. Bankhead was known for |
ATTENTION!
an American author and lec- her deep, husky voice.
J
turer, came to Winthrop. An- In 1949, Ogden Nash, a famous |
This coupon authorises
derson rejected the conventional American writer of satirical and 1
you to receirt afrit
middle-class lifestyle and his humorous poetry lectured at {
story
characters
reflect Winthrop. Often ridiculing what {
kirk faa <fyour choice..
frustrations with their environ- he considered foolish behavior |
' £<5
firtstni
ifcscotfo* to our
ments. He wrote such works as and poking fun at American |
Juiet Oar and eAoau from, any
of our IOO-pim Mictions. To Jbup youfrom
WINDY McPHERSON'S SONS society, Nash left behind such I
i ting Aungry * 1 offir SB4 «ff ef our jQaisu
and POOR WHITE.
works as YOU CAN'T GET J
C»miin*uoK CAmtflaU which is a rarttZj
of cAusts and croctvt tor '/-AST Alt at
In 1936 Amelia Earhart THERE FROM HERE and THE
Thto^Lshcfr*.
visited Winthrop-just one year OLD DOG BARKS BACK
I
Q
&
L
.
before her plane disappeared WARDS.

M'

College teams losing money

(CPSKAs the regular college
football season and a new era in
televised college sports begin,
many campus officials are
already complaining their
programs are losing money.
Thanks largely to a series of
bitter lawsuits, battles with
television networks and,
ultimately, the June, 1984 U.S.
Supreme Court decision to let
individual schools and conferences negotiate their own t.v. contracts, the 1984 season could
start an era in which football
superpowers permanently eclipse the rest of the nation's
programs, officials say.
Many already are urging a
return to the old days of 1983.
"It's a disaster from an
economic standpoint," laments
Tom Hansen, commissioner of
the Pacific Athletic Conference
(Pac 10), whose 10 members will
gain little, if anything, from the
new t.v. situation.
"It's obvious there isn't the
money out there that there was
last year," adds UCLA sports
department spokesman Mark
Dellins. "It will take more appearances for less money to
match last year."
"It's caused the NCAA

(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) and all of us a big
mess," agrees Jim Walden, head
football coach at Washington
State University (WSU).
The "mess" arose from a 1982
lawsuit against the NCAA,
which for 32 years had
negotiated t.v. contracts for all
college football games.
Two years ago the universities of Oklahoma and Georgia
sued the NCAA, claiming individual schools had the right to
say when, where, and for what
price their football teams will
appear on t.v.
The U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in June that the NCAA's
exclusive control over football
t.v. rights was, indeed, an illegal
monopoly.
Now individual schools--or
groups of schools like the Pac 10
and Big 10 conferences-frantically are negotiating their own
deals with major networks,
cable systems, and regional t.v.
stations. And most observers
fear that when the dust finally
settles few teams will be better
off than under the NCAA's
voided t.v. plan.
"If everything goes right,
we'll come close to breaking

even" with last year, says the
Pac 10's Hansen.
Nationwide, colleges will lose
about $40 million in t.v. money
this year, according to NCAA
President John Toner.
"I think our members are
feeling an economic crunch" as a
result of the new tv. plan,"NCAA spokesman Dave Cawood
adds.
Toner estimates colleges this
year will make only about half
the $78 million in t.v. revenues
they would have made under the
old NCAA arrangement.
In a kind of exclusive, upper
crust version of the NCAA, the
College Football Association
(CFA)-comprised of 63 major
football p o w e r s - - r e c e n t l y
negotiated a $21 million deal to
have ABC broadcast its games.
The Pac 10 and Big 10 conferences have likewise signed a
$10 million deal to broadcast 16
games over CBS.
Other schools-lacking the
clout and popularity of the CFA,
Pac 10 and Big 10 teams-are
signing contracts with t.v.
stations and cable networks to
broadcast
their
games
regionally.
See TEAMS p. 13

tfccord Cellar
*Music Videos
*Sheet Music - Folios and
Individual Sheets
*Complete Selection ofAlbums,
Cassettes and Accessories.
366-6139

10-9 M-SAT
Rock Hill Mall

$ 1 OFF
ON ANY

8.69 LP OR TAPE
Coupon And
Winthrop I.D. Must
Be Presented BEFORE
S a l e . OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 7
Limit 2 Per Customer
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'Winthrop Challenge'recruits students
By LIKA J. SCHROCK
TJ staff writer

Bob Hope

public relations tool. It is used Of those who respond, twenty- of each question will be 5,10,15,
also to determine and further four student teams are formed or 20 points. Twenty-five points
academic excellence.
to compete for the Winthrop will be awarded to the team who
From time to time you may
Challenge Trophy. The qui, answers the five "special round"
Bob Hope Comedy Show
he
1
hear people talk about the WinJ*"a n moderator was Jeff bQW| continues throughout the questions worth 10 points.
tickets will go on sale Friday,
throp Challenge and wonder
of Students, and Bill academic year. The successful
October 5 from 8:30-5:00 at
what it is. Weil, it is an academic
"Ie ^ . { J j f
J ° r l- - 1 teams will qualify in preliminary
l n the special round, the team Dinkins Information Desk for
quiz show for high school '
*
o rowing year, r o u n d s for a championship series captain will select the category one day only for Winthrop
w
h
i
c
h
determines the
students. It is a state-wide high J f "" sl 1
winning and answer for the team. The students, faculty and staff to
teams
school competition consisting of
Iff™
"
students may consult each other get first choice seating. They
a series of televised contests
as , uidge for t•»» years.
on these five questions.
will go on sale to the public
1982
taped at WNSC-TV in Rock Hill J"
- ^ Reynolds became T h e c
e t i t i o n c o n s i s t s of
Monday, Oct. 8. Tickets will
0
and is aired each Saturday at
J ^ f
two teams responding to a series Ninety percent of the be $12.50 floor and lower tier
sfl0rt a n s w e r
5:30 p.m. on Channel 30. The
JmwlpratoranH^Prps'to °*
questions. The questions were thought up by permanent seats and $10.50
competition is ratified by the
• .
correct answers earns the stated Bedsole, while Presto and top 6 rows.
J
K
South Carolina High School
"
number of points. The team with student volunteers come up with
League.
T h e p r o g r a m i s n e i t h e r a t e s t the greater number of points the other 10 percent of the
for
scholarship
nor
a w i n s t h e £ a m e - The point values questions.
The quiz show was begun in measurement of the schools
1978 by Dale Dove in Admission, which competing students
Fr. Bill Daniel, the chairman of represent. The purpose of the
the Honors Program, and John program is to offer high school
A. Presto, the Vice President for students the opportunities to
Administrative Services, said excel and achieve recognition as
Coretta D. Bedsole. the Coor- other students have in athletic
dinator and Producer of the events.
101 S . CHERRY ROAD/P.O.BOX 3592 CRJ
ROCK HILL, S . C . 29730
Winthrop Challenge. The quiz
803/329-9103
was originally used as a Each year, letters of inrecruiting and public relations vitation are sent to all of the
tool, but now it is more of a high schools in South Carolina.

OCTOBER

P.E. department
offers program
By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

through the course.
Bell went on to say that "the
center will be out in the Lake
For those who do not find area, near the golf course. Once
challenge enough from other the initial course is run this
physical programs, the Win- weekend we hope to be using
throp Physical Development this course with classes. We
Center is opening a new outdoor hope the course will build team
Education Center. The center, trust and encourage group
essentially an obstacle course- cooperation."
style creation, will encourage Jim Rex, another staff mempersonal growth through over- ber involved with the program
coming challenges and working said. "This program is the only
together as a unit.
one of its kind in South Carolina.
"The program will feature 22 Once the program gets underobstacles of varying degrees of way. it will be used for a variety
difficulty," said Jane Bell, who is of clients. It should even be
in charge of the program. "The adaptable to handicapped
course was designed by Woody people. That's why the Human
Woodward from the Outdoor Development Center is sending
Education Center in Charlotte. a person to be trained."
He will be training Winthrop The program will be coorstaff members in the workings dinated through the P.E. deparof the course this Thursday, tment. A fee system will be inFriday and Saturday. These stituted. and interested parties
workers will eventually be in can find out more through the
charge of taking other groups PJ5. department.
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Buy an Eagle Burger j
Get a Free Beer •

FITNESS CHAMPION
STUDENT RATES
DYNA CAM
Mon-Fri
$49.95per semester SAUNA
STEAM
6AM-10PM
CO-ED
WHIRLPOOL
SAT

• 75*
Coors and
Coors L i g h t
HAPPY HOUR
12-1

HAPPY HOUR
12-1

-05i° m e e t a l l
Hock H i l l ' s . 7 5 * Bud L i g h t
Finest a t the
9-12 Footbal'l
MONEY

• 75*
Bud a n d
Bud L i g h t
HAPPY HOUR
12-1

HAPPY HOUR
12-1
7 5 * Bud and
Bud L i g h t
9-12 Football

C o o r s find
Coors L i g h t
HAPPY HOUR
12-1
3

]

HAPPY HOUR
12-1
75* Budweiser

WEDNESDAY

Eagles Nest

With coupon, W.C.I.D.
and driver's license

321 Cherry Rd. (across from Winthrop)

327-6568

j
I
I
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Concert organist to perform

Athletic Department adopts *TLC'
AN OUTRAGEOUS COMEDY GUARANTEED TO
MOVE YWp/AU THE RIGHT PLACES.

CARONAL ENTERTAINMENT & SPECTRUM CINEMA PfKiOUCTlONSPr
tMISOTOSOn "HOTMOl/ES" Starring MKHAELgJ^ADfiMauWi
JEffFtSHMAN, JOHNNY TMKD, Ml SCHOCLEN.
WHWm By LARRY AriDERSOHPfTERFOU#
ExecutiveProducenRALPHKBneoOKE. J. DON KMC* MM* *0*#
Co-produced Byft»UtA. JOSEPH. UMGIQNGOLAW fndxtd*
Otatetf JMSQKg
T >
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Tfce Haifi Vrngnm
This shoe is made with pleated leather and a wrapped wedge heel. With
Danelle you are ready to impress in skirts or pants! These shoes come in the
exciting colors of black, cameo, grey, and ruby.
Receive an additional 10% OFF our already low price on this Danelle shoe.
This week only with coupon and valid WCID.

THOMPSON

CREATIVE PERMS

For the Busy College Student, be ready to go
at a moment's notice. Give your hair new
movement and manageability with a new
shape and Creative Body.
R«fc Hi# NUft

366-7159

ACMM Fwat Shim

FAMOUS NAME SHOES
366-7214
1547 Cherry Road
Next to Heilig Meyers

10-6 Mon.-Sat. 10-7 Fri.
MASTERCARD -VISA -LAYAWAYS

i
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Key congressional panels lose best cutbusters

k

(CPS)-CoIlege programs may parts of the remaining mem- chanted fnr hi* own
„<;»
ne 1,
be more vulnerable than ever to bers." counsels William Blakey, Thprt
nr„Lhi
" tougher time in Congress next But the reauthorization bill
wil1 b e a n o t h e r stor
budget cuts in the next year the subcommittees staff direc- members who would H k e ^ S y e *i' u
y« s h e
because
several
key tor.
.
.
ouwd liketogeta
i j,ave confidence in our predicts.
"The
1980
ability to d e f e n d
congressmen will be missing Commitment or not, some
W o f a m i n ' s a v s F T ^S ^ir
education reauthorization gave a lot of
from House education commit- congressional sources say the to
»n h;I
' T
? programs (from proposals to cut people exactly what they wans h e sa s
tees, sources say.
losses will make education a a n o , h p r
, ' P ° ! t h e m ) " th
y - " W e have ted. That is not Stafford or Pell's
The missing congressmen all relatively easy target for budget
played important roles in cuts next January when the new
»i w l J ! j f | Z ® d u c a t , o n P ost P a st few years."
deficit reduction."
staving off m a n y
President Congress tries J s l a s h the $175 they
him to U ee S f s u l l
Reagan s proposed student aid billion federal deficit.
^mitJ™
,
.
r
cuts in the last three years.
"Higher education programs jt w o u | d aneer ^ome of t'hp
They are leaving their com- are going to have to be l u n ^ r nZLrl
Zl
A •?
mittees, moreover, as Congress reauthorized in a year when h a v e a chairmanshin nf
considers the Higher Education programs are probably going to anythine" savs Rose DDinannli
a
,na
Reauthorization Act of 1985, a be cut in order to deal with the Z
L ?
, .
P°h-a
crucially-important law that will huge deficit" observes PoHy o n t h ^ s u ^
set federal college policy for the Gault. staff director of the v e r y ^ e r W s u S m m i t t l e " "
rest of this decade.
Senate Education SubcommitMissing will be Rep. Carl tee. which will lose Sen. Jen- i a c t w ! ! k a n n « S ! w n
r
Perkins (D-Ky), chairman of the nings Randolph (D-Va.) to Hawkins (D-Ca) to take over thp
House Education-Labor Com- retirement.
K S U K
r
•.
Get your bike ready for Back-to-School with $10
mittee, who died this summer, "Reauthorization will be a bit tee
°F o m
"
off regular tune-up.
and Rep. Paul Simon (D-II), chair more difficult than in 1980," the
Hawkins wh„ ic
L-

*

i r mm «.WT—•»•-ft.*- ~ P — *

BICYCLE SHOP
OF ROCK HILL

bei- a E

- S S i :

Two other House education perience of the people replacing
thisyeai^*

memberS

^

retiri

"

g

' ' " S i n s was probably the
person most responsible for
holding the line against budget
?noo ^ e a ® a n
proposed since
1980," says Dallas Martin, head
of the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Ad-

a n d S i m o n in t h e

.

"

ouse

™ r r S c i . a r , y his ,tr„ng J S r i S ^ h X ^ e

leadership on that committee House, but gave up his
that refused to go along with education position to become
some of the (cuts). It will take head of the Post Office and Civil
another individual a long, long Service Subcommittee in 1981.
time to live up to Carl Perkins' Ford may want the education
standards, Martin says.
subcommittee chairmanship
Simon, as subcommittee back to get in line for a bigger
chairman, opposed making position. "He wants to chair (the
students pass a "needs test" to whole) Education-Labor (cornget loans, and helped mobilize mittee)." says Kathy Ozer. lobthe impressive nationwide lob- byist for the U.S. Student
bying efforts that turned the Association (USSA).
tide against the student aid cuts House rules,
however,
">1982.
prohibit members from holding
The education committees are two subcommittee chairmanalso losing representatives Ray ships at the same time.
Kogovsek (C-Co.) and Frank Ford is optimistic he'll be
Harrison (D-Pa.). Kogovsek is exempted from the rule, says
retiring, and Harrison lost a Tom Wolamin. Ford's staff aide
primary race earlier this year.
But Alan From, staff director
While the departures are "not of the Democratic Caucus, notes
going to be positive, there will "Ford isn't the only person who
be no less commitment on the would like to have the rules

J.P.'S WEDDING CEREMONIES
YOl K MEMORIES KILL HE TREASl REI)
WTTH A LOVELY WEDDVst,;
<EREMO\Y li)
THE !*OOL L\I)ER THE ARCH
OR ItY THE LAKE I \I)ER
THE (iAZEHO.

n„

£&andToS
S t a f S ? R Vf)
Onlv one senator ™
Senate education rommittPP
t e e
p!S ; ® f
. .
f l '
ree Iect,on a n d
.
'
he
^expected to win an easy vic-

t h ^ S S ^ ^ ^

education will have a

I

NEW & USED BIKES
PARTS, ACCESSORIES
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKES

Elwood Young

324-5125

Beaty Shopping Center

Pepsi Cola

2 LITER
NON-RETURNABLE

Miller Beer
FROM THE DELI
Lujich Special

CTN12
12 OZ. CANS

Barbecue Plate
Fried Chicken

Paul Jordan

119 S. Oakland Ave. at the bridge
over David Lyle Boulevard.

761 Cherry Rd.

12 pc. box

v

Expires 10-14-84

J

- Senate Education Subcommittee

JdTr S U S S E X £ £
William Ford (D-MU. who once
chaired the Postsecondary
Education Subcommittee but
who faces opposition from Rep
Ike Andrews (D-N.C.) in hif ef
fort to regain the post.

Corsages, Flowers. Cult-ring. I'hotoH,
Video, and Invitations Available. Call
;
For Appointment. Lake
<; Wylie. We Sell Prom Dresses. Formals.
Wedding (iowns And Veils.

Reg. $25 NOW $15
10% off all parts and accessories with valid
college ID

•PORK BBQ
•COLESLAW
•1 VEGETABLE
• 1 ROLL
•6 ROLLS
•1PT. MASHED POTATOES
•1 PT. GRAVY
• 1 LB. POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

Prices Good through Sat., Oct. 6

1.09
5.29
1.89
8.99
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Professor enjoys anthropology
ByJODY BROWN
TJ staff writer

thropologist. He has traveled often with his mother both here in
the United States and to Peru
Dr. Mary Schweitzer de Grys, •where her field study has been
assistant professor of an- concentrated since 1970-71.
thropology, states that, in many
"My husband and I went to
ways, teaching is the joy of her
life, de Grys teaches Introduc- Peru in '70 and '71 for 15 months
tion to Cultural Anthropology, while I did my dissertation. I
Human Experience in Cross- began my work studying the
Cultural Perspective, Cultures economic work patterns of
of Africa, Cultures of Latin women and their role in the
America and a Methods in economy. Since then Peter
Theory course in which students hasn't been able to go with me
because of his work so Hans and
participate in field study.
I have gone several times for
"I so enjoy teaching because it shorter periods.
allows me to help students see
the value of people in other Gradually my interest has
cultural contexts," says de Grys. shifted to how these women are
"I love the conversations that
come out of class, that drive to
know more."

aware of themselves as a group. try he has never been to before don't! I'll talk to you later.'
Their lives are exceedingly dif- and to get acquainted with the Of course I was shaking and
ficult. Food and even water-is people.
scared. I couldn't imagine what I
scarce; the women work 12-14
could have done. Later he told
hours a day; 46% of all live bir- "He speaks Spanish well and me, 'My children will never have
ths end in death before the age he plays with the Peruvian as much to eat as they want in
of one and 64% die before age children. But he also sees the their lives. They must not even
10; and there are no doctors or deprivation and understands it. see that possibility!' I finally
nurses. Simply living is the sur- Once we were living in the home realized how hungry they are as
vival of the fittest. If the w.omen of a Peruvian family. The a people."
live to adulthood they have a mother usually dishes out the
chance of living as long as we food on each plate and may place De Grys and Hans travel to
do," said de Grys.
a bowl in the middle of the table. Peru in the summer months. But
De Grys states that she and That night she placed a small next summer Hans will see his
Hans have learned a lot from bowl of corn on the table. Sergio, former resolution come true.
their visit to Peru. Two years the twoyear-old baby, said that "We're traveling to Holland," de
ago, de Grys states, Hans had 10 he wanted more corn so I put the
said. "It will be Hans' first
New Year's resolutions and one bowl within his reach. The man Grysand
he'll finally be able to
of them was to travel to a coun- of the house yelled at me, 'Maria, trip
meet his father's family."

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

De Grys completed
her
bachelor's degree studies at
Georgia Southern in Statesboro,
Ga. and earned her doctorate
degree from the New School for
Social Research in New York,
N.Y. While studying in New
York, she met her husband,
Peter de Grys who was studying
for his doctorate also.
I
'
' •
• *
The de Grys' have one son,
Hans, who is nine.

It's Monday morning at JFK High.

"Peter was born in Eindhoven, Holland so our son's
name is Hans because' of the
'Dutch Connection'," de Grys
laughs. Hans seems to love
being the son of a cultural an-

Spanish- "Learn (he easy way" with
a 50 min. conversational cassette, including transcripts. Send S7.95 to
Convertape, P.O. Bo* 1148. Port
Salerno, Fl. 33492.

WUVTHROP
STUDENTS $2.00
WITH WCID
SHOWS DAILY
7:00-94)0

Red Dawn (PG-13)
m m

SHOWS DAILY

The Bear (TO)

TEACHFRS

7:00-9:10

IIMwn

United Artists Promo
All AARON RUSSO Production
An ARTHUR HILLERr.irn

All Of Me (PG)

Sumn, NICK NOLTE • JOBETH WILLIAMS • JUDD HIRSCH • RALPH MACCHIO
"TEACHERS" ALLEN GARFIELD LEE GRANT RICHARD MULLIGAN

3:05-5:05-7:10-9:15

Evil That Men Do (R)
3:10-5:05-7:10-9:15

Wildlife (R)
3:05-5:05-7:10-9:15

Ghostbusters(PG)
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15

n

R4SS

WniioibiW R. McKINNEY Production Deiipwdln RICHARD Mac DONALD Director o(Pho<opiphv DAVID M. WALSH
° r = J ' aeculi.tProd.Krt IRWIN RUSSO Produced b> AARON RUSSO Directed By ARTHUR HILLER
SmSOTMCtAVAIUIUCm OA*

UCOHDSANOCASSFTITS

Fnturinglhe mu.ic of ZZ TOP BOB SEGER JOE COCKER NIGHT RANGER J8 SPECIAL THE MOTELS
FREDDIE MERCURY IAN HUNTER-ROMAN HOLUDAV ERIC MARTIN Ic FRIENDS

STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

Eagle Club pays the way

Basketball campaign set

By ROBERT JOLLY
TJ sports editor

By TODD HUTCHISON
TJ sports writer

What good is a well-bred horse without a talented jockey?
The same goes for our athletic department and our recruits.
Since Winthrop first became a coeducational institution, the
athletic department has grown in facilities, coaches, and, most
importantly, recruits. True, Winthrop is a very inviting school,
but what really brings these highly sought-after recruits to our
humble home? Is it because we give away new cars, stereos,
and cash?... Not quite. However, through our Eagle Club we
do give away thousands of dollars toward scholarships each
year.
The Eagle Club is made up of a bunch of people who give
their time and money, mostly money, to pay the
EDUCATIONAL expenses of both men and women interested
in playing for Winthrop.
The board of directors and their officers meet on the second
of every month to plan projects, and fund raisers. The
president is Walt Schroder, who recently took over for Robert
Hope. The club is led by veteran executive director Horace
Turbeville. "The Eagle Club is the backbone of Winthrop
College athletics," said Turbeville.
The Eagle Club was founded in 1977. The club has over 800
members. However, none of these members have any voice in
who receives the money. The money comes from students,
faculty, alumni, friends of Winthrop, and civic-minded people
who realize how much Winthrop really means to Rock Hill.
There are several classes you can join in the club, depending
on how much money you donate. The classes include: Eagle
club member ($25 minimum), Golden Eagle club member ($100
minimum), Coaches Eagle club member ($250 minimum). Imperial Eagle club member ($500 minimum). Half Scholarship
Eagle club member ($1,000 minimum), Full Scholarship Eagle
club member ($2,000).
With the ever present move to the NCAA drawing closer,
Winthrop must bring in more and better recruits. But, friends,
they don't come free! The Eagle Club has already taken this into consideration. "We will have to continue to raise our level of
fund raisers in order to meet needs for scholarship in the
NCAA." said Turbeville.
The Eagle Club is working hard but they must have our
financial support. "We urge you to join us in supporting the
Winthrop Athletic program by becoming a member or
renewing your membership in the Eagle Club. The contributions that are made by the Eagle Club enable Winthrop to
build an outstanding athletic program, one that will represent
the community as well as the college," said Turbeville.
The club raised $80,000 last year, and this year they have set
their goal on $90,000. So come on, gang, dip deep! It's now your
turn to invest in a Winthrop College athlete.

the center position. In the back- closer to division 1 status my
court, John Weiss and Jack department will have an imporMaxwell had excellent high tant job. We are improving on
Coming off a 21-11 record, school careers and will shore up our mistakes but I feel real good
Winthrop is looking forward to the guard position. A transfer about the situation."
basketball season. Coach Nield freshman, Brendan Magee from
Gordon stated, "With all of our James Madison University, When asked about the
main players returning we should push the returners for preseason, Gordon said, "In apshould be all right. The ex- playing time," said Gordon of his pliance with division 1 rules we
can't practice until October 15,
perience the players gained last recruits.
but the players are running, lifyear will be a big step towards
Winthrop having a good Besides the new recruits, ting weights, and taking an
season." Gordon also said, Gordon has brought in a new aerobics class."
"Because of the returning staff. His new assistant coach is
players I feel we will be able to Billy Mims. The new graduate
fast break more often; also, I feel assistants are Steve Roberts The four centers are Jon Cox,
this is a mobile team." Gordon and Jeff Burkhamer. Said Gor- 6-8, from Indianapolis, Ind.;
also said, about the returning don of his staff, "Billy Mims is Kenny Danieley, 7-0, from
players, "I feel good that we returning for A1 Kyber. Mims is Bargersville, Ind.; Mark Oliver,
have a nucleus to build on and very enthusiastic and dedicated. 6-9, from Chatsworth, Ga.; and
although at this time the lineup Roberts and Burkhamer will be Tom Chepke, 6-6, from North
Jackson, Ohio.
isn't set, we have six or seven big assets to our program."
players who started at one time In Winthrop's last season of
or another. The guards will be NAIA Gordon sees the College The forwards are: Peter Scanbetter with Brian Pope, Pat of Charleston and U.S.C.-Aiken tlebury, 6-4 from Mitchum
Sass, and Jerome McKiver as strong teams in the district. Surrey, England; Fred McKinreturning and Jon Bowman, Besides the NAIA teams Win- non, 6-6, from Crystal River,
Fred McKinnon, and Allen throp has added five division I Fla.; Allen Washington, 6-5, from
Washington will make us teams and seven division II
Columbia, S.C.; Jon Bowman, 6teams.
tougher up front.
"We feel ready and confident 6, from Mooresville, N.C.; and
that Winthrop is gearing up for Allen Sallee, 6-6, from Jackson,
I feel this is probably the the move to division one. In the Tenn.
best recruiting class that the future we will add schools such
Eagles have ever had. In the as Clemson, U.S.C., Davidson, The guards include Barry
front we have four players who Furman, and U.N.C.-Charlotte to Rubin, 6-0, from Pomona, N.Y.;
Brendan Magee, 6-4, from Fairwill help. Peter Scantlebury our schedule," said Gordon.
comes to Winthrop from our inSports Information Director fax, Va.; John Weiss, 6-3, from
volvement in the Yoplait Tour- Sam Copeland said, "This is a Greer, S.C.; Pat Sass, 6-3, from
nament. Scantlebury should help great move for Winthrop, Crofton, Md.; and Jack Maxwell,
because of his playing inter- especially the basketball 6-2, from Winston-Salem, N.C.
national ball for years. I feel program. The idea of helping
Allen Sallee has all the tools to Winthrop attain a good Division "I feel this will be an unbe a great one. John Cox and 1 standing appealed when con- predictable season. I'm looking
Mark Oliver are guys who sidering the job." Copeland also forward to the time when Winshould add much-needed depth to added, "As Winthrop moves throp is a bonafide Division 1
school," added Fred McKinnon.

Intramural revived
ByTALJOHNSON
TJ staff writer

football, water basketball, storekeepers, umpires, and ofvolleyball, and Softball, all of ficials.
which are currently in session.
As in the past, 'he range of Basketball, soccer, and spring
sports offered by the Winthrop softball will be offered durng Whenever possible, leagues
will be split into two categories,
College Intramural Sports the spring semester.
program included "something Besides being director for as in the past. The "fun" league
for everyone," in the words of three years, Moore served two will be for teams just playing for
Away 8 p.m. third-year director, Steve "P- years as assistant intramural the sheer love of the sport, or
teams who do not wish to parAway 2 p.m. nut" Moore.
director and one year as a
Highlights for the fall season graduate assistant. He at- ticipate on a higher competitive
include a "Welcome Back" tennis tributed the growth of in- level. "The serious league is at a
tourney as well as two new spor- tramurals to an increase in higher level as far as athletic
6 p.m.
ts, handball and racquetball. student body, among other ability goes, but we still try and
"We're also going to handle the things. "Right now we're at our stress the fundamentals of sportwo new sports in a tournament peak," Moore said. "I just don't tsmanship and just have a good
fashion like tennis. Players will see how the program can get time. Our motto around here is
fun for all'," stressed Moore.
Spartanburg be able to challenge each other much bigger." Besides himself,
all season long to up their Moore employs a staff of three
rankings on the ladder " Moore graduate assistants, four un- Inquiries about the insaid. Singles as well as doubles dergraduate assistants, one tramural program may be directed to Steve Moore, or the InBoone, N.C. will be offered.
secretary, one trainer, and what
1 ffiCe
upstairs
Other fall sports include flag he
called
"numerous" P^bJd* °

Eagle Events
Soccer
Oct. 3
Oct. 6

Clemson University
College of Charleston

Volleyball
Oct. 2
Limestone
Oct. 5-6 James Madison Tournament
Men's Cross Country
Oct. 6
Wofford Invitational
Women's Cross Country
Oct. 6

Appalachian State Invitational
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Volleyball team

Back to business

Winthrop soccer soars
By SUZY ARMSTRONG
TJ sports writer

Practice for the soccer team is
every day at 3:30 until around 6
p.m. The "well disciplined pracThe Winthrop College Soccer tices," according to assistant
Whoever coined the phrase
team continues into the 1984 fall coach Rusty Theinert, have
"Grace under pressure" must
season with wins both at home given the Eagles a much better
and away.
have had Cathy Ivester in mind.
attitude this year than in
You see, not only did she
previous years. The practices
The
team
now are well organized, with many
gracefully step in and take the
reins from the former head
boasts an 8-2 record, with losses drills done to tone up and polish
only to North Carolina State and the skills of the players. While
volleyball coach Debbie Lancaster, she shucked away the
Ivester was pronounced in her to Davis and Elkins, seventh in the rest of the team is doing
tremendous pressure on her praise for several Winthrop the nation in NCAA division drills to build their skills, Brian
shoulders and turned one 2-5 players. "We've been getting two, in overtime. According to Cripps and Doug Cooper, the
team into a 7-6 club in contention great leadership from Janet captain Kane Gaskell, the Eagle goalkeepers, are being
for the district title.
Dykton. She had to move from Eagles have "a lot of potential, trained by former Winthrop
Ivester, who hails from middle hitter to an outside hitter and if we have a few breaks go goalkeeper Bob Masella. Masella
Boiling Springs, is currently a and setter, but she's made the our way, we may go to the comments proudly on the
graduate student at Winthrop. adjustment well," she said. nationals."
keepers: "We've got the best
Her previous coaching experien- Ivester also pointed out the sergoalkeeping team in the South.
This
winning
record
is
due
in
ces on the college level include vices of honorable mention allOur keepers could start on any
part
to
the
ten
returning
starteam."
assistant and interim head American Vickie Valentine and
ters
of
last
year.
Also,
new
coaching duties at Limestone freshman Hazel Turnbull. "It's
College.
Most of the action is played on
the unity of this team that's recruits such as goalkeeper
She will be assisted by Chris going to hold it together over Brian Cripps assist in the team's the offensive third of the Eagles
success.
Other
freshmen
Eagles
playing field due to the fact that Brian Cripps, freshman keeper,
Eppley, a former standout the rough road ahead," said
are: Jim Coman, Frank Wagner, the backs are skilled in moving tends goal against P.C.
volleyball player at Virginia Ivester.
Tech and assistant coach at
Speaking of rough roads, Brian Cripps, Doug Aldridge, the ball quickly and tactfully the team is holding its own.
Western Carolina. "I'm happy that's just what the Lady Eagles Brian Billow, Jay Crawford, from the defensive third. Mid- Freshmen players are adjusting
to have her as an assistant. She's will be facing in the coming days. Nick June, Tim Kendall, Bryan field has been supporting both well to the intense level of
a hard worker with good ex- After
facing
Limestone Murphy, Sergio Silve, Gene offense and defense which college soccer under the skilled
perience and the players have tomorrow, Oct. 2, the team will Proctor, and Joel Worthy. Only creates a balance on the field.
direction of the upperclassmen.
adjusted to her well," said travel to West Virginia Friday three of these freshmen-Brian
With Winthrop improving its
Ivester.
to participate in the James Cripps, Jim Coman, and Frank Even though competition is at record yearly, more support is
Wagner-have dressed out in
Madison tournament against every
an all-time high for Winthrop, needed.
game.
According to Ivester, going 5- several prominent NCAA
1 after a 2-5 start was no ac- Division I teams.
cident. "We just returned from a Ivester cut neither herself nor
big tournament at USC- the team any slack with her
Spartanburg, and Francis assessment of the rest of the
Marion, all the teams that they season. "This team is very
fell in defeat to earlier in the capable of winning the district
season. "The girls knew what championship and participating
they wanted to do and did it. in post-season play again. We've By BIFF HUTCH
School.
The team's early season workThey really concentrated and made this our personal goal," TJ staff writer
When asked what was special outs have been running, lifting
worked hard," she added.
she said.
about the wrestling program, weights, and spending a limited
When asked how the pressure Whatever the outcome of the Another new sport has Hammond said, "I'm real amount of time on the mat. We
of taking a perennial winner un- next couple of weeks, one can emerged at Winthrop. Winthrop pleased to have a team at Win- plan to start practicing six days
der her wing in the middle of a safely agree with Athletic has added wrestling to its throp. We have a first class a week in October," said Hamseason has affected her, Ivester Director Nield Gordon's promise athletic program. The first year program with a good budget. I mond.
had mixed feelings. "It's a that, "The future of our team will be coached by Hank especially like the fact that all
feeling of continuous pressure, volleyball program is in good Hammond and Bob Ellenberger. the athletic programs are
Both coaches are bringing suc- treated equally."
but on the other hand it's hands."
"I would like to build the team
cessful experience to the job. "This year we plan to have a to where it can be competitive in
Hammond, who coached at team based on freshmen. the South. I feel this can become
Sullivan Junior High here in Hopefully, we can use this to
Sunny skies and an outstan- were Mark McCarthy, School of Rock Hill, ten times led his team build a program on. We feel for- a reality in four to five years
with the support we are
ding field of golfers produced Business with second place to the team title at the Carolina
that we had several receiving," added Hammond.
excellent scores at the Winthrop going to Carlton Kimsey, Open. Ellenberger has one state tunate
capable wrestlers already atHammond said he would like
Golf Association's fail tour- Physical Plant.
championship team and two tending Winthrop," added any walk-ons interested in
nament. Dr. Bill Murdy,
state runner-up teams while Hammond when asked how he wrestling to come to practice on
Psychology Department, and Other winners include Risher coaching at Rock Hill High was going to build the program. Sept. 28.
Kevin Bogle, Consumer Science, Brabham, WCCM, longest drive;
both posted 1 under par 69's Mark McCarthy, fewest putts;
with Murdy's par on the first closest to the pin honors went to
sudden death hole providing him Gary Kimsey, guest, Dudley
.
with the winning margin. Win- Sturgis, retired faculty, Kevin By LAURIE ANN DEDES
team will play at Charleston in schedule.
ders of the handicap division Bogle and Carlton Kimsey.
TJ sports writer
the Sertoma Tennis Classic.
Some of the teams the women
The fall practices mainly focus will play are College of
The men's and women's tennis on conditioning and consist of Charleston, Furman, Florida
have scheduled most of the
Continued from p. 7
prime network t.v. time, "we teams will not settle on a ball drills and running.
Junior College and Jacksonville
WSU, for instance, will earn have no room to get on (national) definite ladder until February
Both teams practice together State College.
bout $600,000 in regional t.v. t.v. even if we do great later in 15.
and are aided by two graduate
The men will be playing
evenues this year, says coach the season."
According to Coach Gerald assistants.
Clemson,
Furman,
UNCMaiden, $200,000 less than last
"The big teams are getting all Hendrix, the teams are only
About six men and six women Charlotte and The Citadel.
ear.
the exposure, and my team is playing in non-college tour- are playing on scholarship. In
Over spring break both teams
And worse, Walden adds, being shortchanged,"
he naments in the USTA League.
the spring both teams have a
go to Florida to play various
ecause the superpower teams charges. "That's just not fair." Early in October the women's twenty-five to thirty match will
teams.
ByTALJOHNSON
TJ sports writer

something I know I can handle.
My goal is to keep up the winning tradition here and I'm
determined to do all I can to accomplish that," she explained.
"It's really going to be tough,
though, because other teams
find it attractive to beat a big
name like Winthrop," she added.

Winthrop hits mats

Golfers have good scores

Tennis teams practicing diligently
IUU,

Teams
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Joiner, Weeks to perform

(PIO) Violinist Thomas Joiner
and pianist Douglas Weeks will
present a guest recital at Winthrop College Oct. 9 at 8 p.m. in
the Recital Hall on campus. The
recital, which will include three
sonatas by Johannes Brahms,
will be open to the public at no
charge.
Joiner and Weeks have been
members of. the Brevard Music
Center
Artist-Faculty
in
Brevard. N.C., and Joiner is
currently writing a 50-year
history of that institution.
Joiner, assistant professor of
violin at the University of
Georgia in Athens, has appeared
in Carnegie Hall and the Ken
nedy Center in New York City
as a principal player with the
Indianapolis Symphony and has
performed and recorded with
the Louisville Orchestra on the
first Edition label. He has been
associated with symphonies in
Charlotte, N.C.; Greenville;
Aspen, Colo.; and Tallahassee,
Fla.
He holds a bachelor's degree
from Furman University in
Greenville, a master's degree in
musicology from Southern Bap-

Wanted

tist Theological Seminary and a
doctorate in music from Florida
State University in Tallahassee.
Douglas Weeks, assistant
professor of piano at Converse
College in Spartanburg, will accompany Joiner at the piano. He
has competed in national and in-

ternational competitions, in- Casadesus International Piano
eluding the Sixth International C o m p e t i t i o n , r e c e i v i n g
Tchaikovsky Competition in "honorable mention."
Moscow in 1978. He was a semifinalist in both the Washington
International and the New York
Tchaikovsky competitions and in Weeks received the bachelor's
1979 was a finalist in the Robert d e g r * e from Illinois State
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"The First Word In Memory"
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University in Normal, 111., and
the master's degree "with
highest distinction" from Indiana
University
in
Bloomington. He is currently a
candidate for the Doctor of
Music degree at Florida State
University in Tallahassee.
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delivery
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Part or full time.
Flexible hours and days.
Must be at least 18.
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and insurance.
Must be able to work
weekends.
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Featuring: KISS. VAN HALEN
KROKUS. RUSH, and More
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Our Average Drivers
Earn $5.00 an hour
Apply in person
between 4:30pm
and 9:00pm.
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OAK RIDCE BOYS
Greatest Hits 2

ELTON JOHN
Breaking Hearts
CEFFEN

BARBARA MANDRELL
LEE G R E E N W O O D
MEANT FOR EACH OTHER

ROD S T E W A R T
Camouflage'
WARNER BROS
TINA TURNER
PRIVATE DANCER
ICTS
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COUNTRY A T I T S BEST
"Featuring: RICKY SKAGGS
CONWAY. JANIE FRICKE and More
K-TEL
C A S S E T T E S OR A L B U M S
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BARBARA M A N D R E L L A
LEE GREENWOOO
Meant For Each Other
MCA

-SON
" Jermaine Jackson"
ARISTA

Wal-Mart Store No. 585
York Plaza
2349 Cherry Road
RockHiU.SC 29730

TINA TURNER
Private Dancer"
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Computer classes surprise,
confuse most freshmen

PITTSBURGH, PA. (CPS)-- over the last three years to sheltered, academic environMost college freshmen are sur- assess their attitudes toward ment. and ease their way into
prised, confused and frustrated computer courses there.
the subjects as their ability and
pute/coursesAccording t T a s a yAsm oenn*t e or it nh e r things. Sproull B u t t h e
•
newly-released study
« students find •i n c o m u/ a n d s - o n experience
newiy reieasea siuay.
computer courses w
c..^
P ter classes catapaults
The computer anxiety afflicts p r j s j n g
confusing anH har s t u d e n t s directly into the realincoming students in all majors, 5 e r J g e t a J a S gQn" thfn , i f e w o r l d o f
frequenbut may be particularly severe their other courses
* w i t h o u t a n y P ™ ex^sure
among liberal arts majors, obAnd such confusion over com- tothe subject or the machines,
servers add.
puters
"is true of liberal arts as . T h u S ' f t u d e n t f w h o ™ ne L w
Oyer 80 percent of all incom ut
well
as
P "?8 e n d UP
the
coming freshmen are "sur- adds technical students," she campus
mainframe right beside
prised" by the subject matter
SerS w h i c h
One of the reasons for the so™ '
, °, f t e "
covered in computer courses,
ewCOme
called
computer
anxiety,
Sproull
S
t
i
?
"
"
"
the survey reveals.
save jo tho.
timidated and even more con
Moreover, one of every two H J u i i n t o S ?
fused," she says.
iresnmen are "confused" by A ™
Jhe computer - T h a f s a n a t u r a ,reactionfor
freshmen
be{ore
computer coursework, while
.' t h e / 'earn how J u s t a b o u t a
e w h o has ^
d
ierS tar d
nearly 70 percent say the cour- C™]Ps^LW(Ja^,an
, l use computers in the presence of
ses actually make them
*
&uage used m experienced
users," agrees
P
"frustrated" and "angry." •
curses,
« £
Ma rk T u c k e r i d i r e c ^ r
Project
on
When freshmen go away to n U H ne a t ^ 1 1 , ^ ^ ' plly
7™'a
Information
college they have a lot of new
' "™
Technology and Education in
l0n o f , e a r m n
experiences. But the computer
.
* a b o u t com- Washington, D.C.
science courses turn out to be Comnntina^ ^ n f
' " A n d t h e confusion and inmuch different than any of the w S Hfe
i t ^ n n S l r o u5 timidafci «n cycle repeats itself
f e a t aa c a m u s
new students expected," says „0°™ "
P ' P » each time you use a different
Lee Sproull, a researcher at
wjiu
• .... . , .
computer or a new piece of sof1 m
tradl ,onal
Carnegie Mellon University who # S f J ™ *
t
subjec- t w a r e » h e a d d s .. w h i c h m a k e s i t
r physics
has surveyed CMU freshmen S '
W » i°
' a lot different from learning
She
s t u d e n t s l e a r n ln a
—
other college subjects."

Bran
Food*

Is your computer syntax
throwing a loop in your
schedule?

Now, that's a formula you
can't afford to miss!

Is getting a proper meal
an exercise in quantum
mechanics?

Call us.
324-7666
760 Cherry Rd.

Fear not. Domino's Pizza
will give your brain a
break as well as provide
nutritious energy.
We deliver made-to-order
pizza in 30 minutes or less.

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
^
Limited delivery area.
• 1 #83 Dommo'i Ptti* We
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Job hunting

Degree still helps

PPSL. A n
n l l a i r n education
(CPS)~A
college
continues to be a big help in
getting a job, according to a
newly-released report by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS).
As of March, 1974, the
unemployment rate among
college graduates averaged
2.7 percent, compared to 72.
percent for high school
graduates and 11.6 percent
for workers with an eighth
grade education or less, the
report shows.
The unemployment rate for
college grads this year,
moreover, represents a
significant drop from the 3.5
percent in 1983, and 3.0 percent in 1982, notes BLS
spokesman Rick Dedens.
College graduates make up
a majority of the workers in
most
managerial
and
professional fields, as well as
the bulk of workers in
technical and sales occupations.
Among professional occupations-health and medical

services, law, teaching,
engineering, math, and computer services-college
graduates comprise 78 percent of the work force, the
report reveals.
In
addition,
college
graduates make up 43.5 percent of all executive, administrative, and managerial
jobs, 36 percent of sales
positions, and 33 percent of all
technical occupations.
For the third consecutive
year, the number of college
graduates in the labor force
rose by more than a million,
the report also shows, 600,000
of whom were women.
Women graduates, in fact,
now comprise 38 percent of
all workers with 4 or more
years of college, compared to
32 percent in 1970. Over the
same period, the report notes,
the number of women
graduates who work rose
from 61 percent to 78 percent
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TO THE MOST
MP0RTANT PERSON
TM BEER DRINKER.
At Anheuser-Busch, brewing is an art.
No one takes more time or goes to
more effort or expense than we do in
brewing the most popular family of
beers in the world.
We take great pride in this
distinction, yet this distinction carries
with it certain responsibilities.
Beer is a beverage to be enjoyed
by adults socially-with family and
friends at home... in your clubs,
restaurants and at special events. It is
also the beverage of moderation, and
good judgment should be used when
you drink.

Budweiser

MOELOB

Thankfully, the vast majority of
those who consume beer do so in
moderation. Nevertheless, anything
less than responsible consumption of
alcoholic beverages is detrimental to
the individual and society. We at
Anheuser-Busch certainly are
concerned about you, our valued
customer. Accordingly, we are
dedicated to the support of research,
education, and treatment programs
aimed at combatting alcoholism and
alcohol abuse.
*
August A. Busch III
Chairman of the Board
and President

MICHELOB
*

[BUSCH]

